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A description of the gravel extraction from Lemon Creek for a Conditional Use Approval. This description
provides background information of current usage and active permits. It is a request to continue status
quo of severing gravel from Lemon Creek for an addition ten years.

Continuation of Gravel Extraction
It is the intention of the property owner to sever up to 400,000 cubic yards of sand and gravel from the
stream bed of Lemon Creek between the jail and a point above the Glacier Highway Bridge over a period
of 10 years.
SECON has extracted gravel under the previous permit in 2009 of 9,500 cubic yards, 2011 of 9,500 cubic
yards and 2012 of 9,750 cubic yards. This expired permit allowed up to 200,000 cubic yards to be sever
over a five year period. In that period 28,750 cubic yards of gravel has been extracted. 9,750 cubic yards
were extracted this winter of 2011-2012.
Below is a picture take September 10, 2012 of the extraction site. As can be seen the creek is flowing at
an elevated level due to the recent rains and late summer glacier melt. The extracted site has filled with
gravel during the last six months yet maintains a braided channel with hard features retained. There
appears to be no headcut from the extraction zone as the vegetative and armored banks do not show
any disturbance from a streambed downcut. The bed load transport from Hidden Valley is at least
10,000 cubic yards per summer season. To date the overall stream bed elevation has stay status quo in
the severance zone. Property owners downstream are stating that aggregation is still noticeably
occurring. The gravel extraction to date has at best slowed the aggregation of alluvial deposits in this
reach but has not lowered the stream bed.

Sept 10 2012 - Lemon Creek Access Point at 1791 Anka Street
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OWNERSHIP AND LEGAL DESCRIPTION
The property where the severance will occur is owned by COLASKA Inc. DBA SECON and is described as
Parcel 2, Mendota Park Subdivision. Temporary storage of the material severed, if needed, will occur on
U.S.S. 204 or on industrial –zoned land.

LOCATION; FEATURES; TOPOGRAPHY
The parcel containing the severance site is 9.55 acres in size, is irregular in shape because of previous
subdivision action, and is the remaining fraction of USMS 609, a patented placer mining claim which
straddles the stream bed of Lemon Creek. It is located south of the Davis Avenue right-of-way and
extends from below the bend in Davis Avenue in a northeasterly direction to the State jail. The
southeast and northwest boundaries of the property are the ordinary high water line on the south and
north banks of Lemon Creek. This area has a history of placer mining from 1879 to the early 1900’s.
Logging with a sawmill operation were active in the area till the 1980’s. Gravel extraction in Lemon
Creek for aggregate started during World War II. The mining of gravel occurred in several events until
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mid-1980. The parcel containing the site has legal access through a sixty foot easement to Davis Avenue
on the north and directly to Anka Street on the south. The access to Anka Street is developed. Currently
the is a access to the extraction zone at 1791 Anka Street that has been developed.
ZONING
The area where the severance will occur is zoned RR. The area where severed material will be stored is
zoned I.
EXISTING PERMITS FOR GRAVEL EXTRACTION FROM LEMON CREEK CURRENTLY HELD BY SECON
•
•
•

Department of Army, U.S. Army Engineer District, Alaska; Regulatory Division
 Permit No.POA-1983-20-M3
State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Habitat
 Fish Habitat Permit FH06-I-0128(a)
State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
 NPDES General Permit No. AK-G70-1000 Certificate of Reasonable Assurance

EXPIRED PERMITS
•

City/Borough of Juneau, Alaska; Planning Commission
 File No. USE2006-000054
 File No. USE2008-00053

CURRENT USE
SECON has actively extracted gravel from this site for
the previous five years. This resource has been
processed into a useable sand and gravel for sale to
public and private entities’ in the Juneau area. The cost
savings is greatly appreciated locally versus purchasing
and importing this resource from out of state. The
gravel extraction has achieved the desired results in
regards to flood control by lowering the alluvial
deposits in the stream channel for this section of
Lemon Creek.
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METHOD OF MINING
The method of mining is as it has been done under the previous conditional use permit File Number
USE2006-000054 that was modified in 2008 File Number USE2008-00053. The conditions and
requirements from these previous permits are incorporated into this application with an effort to
reduce the redundancies.
Please see the attached permits from Department of Army and State of Alaska Department of Fish and
Game which provided additional information as to the requirements and conditions of gravel extraction
from Lemon Creek. Also provided as an attachment are the expired CBJ Conditional Use Permit and
Building Permit.
Prior to first year’s grading permit a bond of $30,000 will be submitted, sufficient to repair any serious
damage to the rip rap bank. This bond will be retained for the duration of the permit.
Annual Start up for Gravel Extraction
By November 1st, one month before the commencement of each mining season, a mining plan
will be submitted. The mining plan will be processed by the CBJ Engineering Department as an
annual grading permit. The plan will include:
a. Estimation of material removed
b. Map of area to be worked (showing
property lines)
c. Map showing proposed bridge, access
roads, bank stabilizations, berm details (
including height, location, material
composition and removal plan) stream
relocations and other proposed
features
d. Methods for protecting Lemon Creek
from oil, fuel and hydraulic fluids
(including leaks from heavy equipment)
A licensed engineer or hydrologist will be retained to preform periodic inspection. This
professional will visit the site during and after high water events. They will also submit a report
to the CBJ Engineering Department for each 10,000 cubic yards of material removed. The report
will include the following information:
a. Volume of material removed
b. Map of area worked
c. Verification of compliance with mining plan
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d. Report of bank destabilizations
e. Opinion whether bank/property line setbacks are adequately protecting adjacent
properties
f. Bank protection/stabilization measures if merited
Prior to commencement of mining each season, the site will be surveyed and stake. The rip rap
banks have been located and monitored for the past five years under the previous conditional
use permit. All property boundaries are known and have been surveyed annually for each
seasons gravel extraction. A 10 foot offset inward from property boundaries or rip rap bank
towards the mining zone will be staked. The staking denotes the top outer edge of the active
gravel extraction zone for this season’s occurrence. This will preserve a 10 foot undisturbed
buffer zone between the gravel extraction and the property line boundaries or rip rap bank
whichever is more restrictive.
One month prior to the start of the mining season, SECON will submit an engineered project
design for the access road. Design will include topographic features and an analysis by a licensed
engineer which demonstrates that the road design, culverts and bridges are adequate and the
road will not increase the base flood elevation in violation of CBJ Flood hazard and FEMA
regulations. In this design application an alternate method to transport gravel out of the
riverbed to the road can be proposed. The design and analysis will be approved by CBJ
Engineering before mining or construction commences.
50 cubic yards of broken rip rap, equivalent to Class I rip rap, is stockpiled near the project area
to address emergencies if the flow becomes redirected towards the bank. If this rock is not used
it is sold at the project end.
A video will be made of the entire sever area and submitted to CBJ Engineering Department
prior gravel extraction.
Gravel Extraction will be limited to 40 days per year.
An ACGP is being filed with The State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC) for this project. BMP’s will be installed and inspections will be performed as required by
the ACGP. At the top of the bridge upon exiting from the bridge a construction entrance will be
assembled. A construction entrance is a geotextile line rip rap pad to encourage soils to break
free from the tire tread and collect in this zone rather than being track from the site on the truck
tires. The streets will be swept clean of fugitive soils.
Once per day during the extraction operation a SECON technician with sample Lemon Creek for
turbidity and settleable solid measurements.
No fueling of equipment will take place below ordinary high water.
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Equipment is to move to the west end of the project from island group to island group to
achieve the shortest possible route. Route can be hardened with gravel and cobble to form
stable fords for conveyance of extracted gravel.
The extraction pit if not self-breaching by May 15th will be mechanically breach between May
15th and June 1st.
Gravel Extraction
Operating hours shall be 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekdays
and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturdays. Operations shall
not be on Sunday except for emergency repairs
directed by CBJ Engineering Department.
The gravel extraction sites will be accessed through
one of three locations, 1721 Anka Street, 1791 Anka
Street and/or Ralph’s Way. A bridge is placed from the
top of the bank to the gravel bar. The bridge is then
lined with geotextile to collect and divert any fugitive
water back into the excavation. The bridge traverses
the active channel of Lemon Creek. Trucks and
equipment access the gravel bar by crossing this
bridge. Access across stream braids will be in a similar
manner by use of a bridge. Or upon approval from the
licensed engineer or hydrologist and the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game the streamlet braid will
be dammed upstream returning it back to the main
channel so the area can be included in the excavation.
Signage is installed and the gravel extraction begins.
Truck traffic is directed on Anka Street and Glacier
Highway only. Truck Traffic and heavy equipment
operation associated with the extrcation is prohibited
from the Davis Street side.
An excavator will travel to the lower stream portion or to
western edge of the extraction zone. Upon reaching the
staked boundary will began excavation and develop an
stockpile. In stockpileing the material the water that is
retain in the gravels from extraction are given an
opportunity for escape back into the excavation sump.
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The severed gravels are then loaded into trucks. The conveyence units then transport the
gravels up the extraction zone to the access bridge. Upon exiting the bridge they will traverse a
rip rap zone lined with geotextile for an construction entrance. The route will be to access Anka
Street then proceeding to Glacier Highway. Turn right on Glacier Highway to then turn left onto
Lemon Creek Business Center Access Road, from there accessing Aggpro Site to stockpile the
gravel.
All cut-slopes shall be to the natural repose of the
gravel unless a site-specific engineer analysis proves
that a steeper slope can still provide protection of
adjacent properties. The excavation creates a sump as
can be seen from the photos. This sump collects the
run-off water from the loading of the trucks. By proper
management of excavation and truck access roads this
drainage is diverted into this sump and arrested from
entering Lemon Creek.
The excavated pit fills with water from the hydorheic
zone until it reaches a balance with the surrounding
area. During excavation there is always a inflow, at the
completion of excavation the inflow stops and creates
a still pond in which the turbity of excavaion can settle.
When Lemon Creek rises durning flood stage it slowly
breaches the bermed area of excavation and engulfs
the extraction zone. Once this happens and Lemon
Creek contenues on to high flood stage the extraction
zone is total consumed by the creek and is filled with
alluvial deposits in one season.
Annual Close of Gravel Extraction
A final inspection report will be filed with CBJ Engineering Department at the end of the mining
season. This report includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Total Volume of material removed
Actual Map of area worked
Verification of compliance with mining plan
Report of bank destabilizations
Opinion whether bank/property line setbacks are adequately protecting adjacent
properties
Bank protection/stabilization measures if merited
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The report will be submitted within one month after the end of the mining season or by April
15th of that calendar year.
CONDITIONS OF THE PERMIT
Gravel extraction will be limited to 40 days per year.
The permit will expire after 10 years or after 400,000 cubic yards of gravel has been extracted,
whichever comes first.
Any gravel extracted outside of the project description and supporting documents will require Planning
Commission approval for modification of the permit.
The even/odd year plan for gravel extraction, as described in the December 28, 2006 DNR-Habitat Draft
Title 41 Permit and the June 15, 2007 letter to CDD from NMFS’, will be integrated into the project
description and development plan and implemented through the annual grading permit from CBJ.
Gravel extraction operations will take place between December 1st and March 15th each calendar year.
No in-water work will be allowed between March 16th and November 30th with the following exception:
In-stream work to connect the excavated sections of the creek will be allowed for one 7 day
period between May 15th and June 15th. SECON will provide notice to CBJ Engineering and DNRHabitat before work commences.
SECON will cleanup and maintain the truck haul route from this extraction activity from any material
deposited on the streets as a result of the operations.
LEMON CREEK GRAVEL MINING POLLUTION CONTROL PLAN
1. All construction equipment and haul trucks will be inspected prior to commencement of work
each day for evidence of leaks. If leaks are found the equipment will not be used until the leak is
repaired.
2. Any on site equipment found to be leaking fluid at any time will be removed from service
immediately and will not be placed back into service until the leak is repaired.
3. There will be no on-site fueling or equipment maintenance performed within 100 feet of the
creek banks. This includes fueling or maintenance of portable equipment such as generators
and pumps.
4. There will be no on-site storage of fuel or other chemicals.
5. An adequate supply of sorbent material and other spill cleanup supplies will be kept on site to
clean up any releases of fuel, hydraulic fluid, or other chemicals that could be accidentally
released from on-site equipment.
6. All releases of fuel, hydraulic fluid, or other chemicals will be cleaned up immediately. Priority
will be given to stopping the spread of any release to waters of the creek. If a spill occurs, earth
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moving equipment and hand held tools may be used to construct temporary containment dikes
to prevent releases from spreading, to the extent possible. If releases enter the creek, oil
sorbent boom will be deployed downstream of the spill. Oil sorbent pads and/or rolls will be
used to absorb standing liquid. Contaminated soil, wood, trash, and/or other debris will be
removed using powered equipment and/or handheld tools. Used sorbents will be placed into
leak proof plastic bags or other containers. Contaminated soil, wood, trash, and/or other debris
will be placed into leak proof containers or stockpiled on a fuel resistant liner located outside
the creek banks. All spill contaminated materials will be removed from the area within the
creek banks shortly after the initial response is finished and will be disposed of in accordance
with federal, state, and local requirements.
7. Spills of fuel, hydraulic fluid, or other chemicals will be reported in accordance with ADEC and
EPA requirements as follows:
a. Spills requiring phone notification to ADEC will be reported by calling 465-5200 during
normal business hours or 1-800-478-9300 outside of normal business hours. Spills
requiring notification to the National Response Center (Federal spill reporting) will be
reported by calling 1-800-424-8802. An ADEC Oil and Hazardous Substance Spills
reporting placard (Attachment 1) and Discharge Notification and Reporting
Requirements form (Attachment 2) are included. Documentation of phone notification
to ADEC will be kept by completion of an ADEC Oil and Hazardous Substances Spill
Notification form (Attachment 3). Documentation of notification to the National
Response Center will be made by completion of an NRC Spill Reporting form
(Attachment 4).
b. Any release to water will be reported to ADEC and the National Response Center as
soon as a company employee has knowledge of the discharge.
c. Any release of oil (hydraulic fluid, engine oil, fuel, etc…) in excess of 55 gallons solely to
land will be reported to ADEC as soon as a company employee has knowledge of the
discharge.
d. Any release of oil solely to land in excess of 10 gallons but less than 55 gallons will be
reported to ADEC within 48 hours after a company employee has knowledge of the spill.
8. Following cleanup of any ADEC reportable spill, an ADEC required spill report will be completed
within 15 days using their Oil and Hazardous Materials Incident Final Report form (Attachment
5).
IMPROVEMENTS
No utilities are proposed for this site.
No lighting or permanent illumination for this site.
No buildings or permanent structures on the site.
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ATTACHMENTS
•

Attachment 1 - Assessors Site map with Property outlined in blue and two of the three access
locations outlined in red.

•

Attachment 2 - Assessors Site map with extraction zone showing gravel bars with bridges drawn.

•

Attachment 3 - Drawing of Extraction zone showing gravel bars and bridges.

•

Attachment 4 - Picture showing access locations.

•

Attachment 5 - Drawing showing bridge detail.

•

Attachment 6 - Drawing showing bridge spanning the creek.

•

Attachment 7 - Drawing showing odd year mining plan.

•

Attachment 8 - Inter-Fluve Report that this extraction zone is an Sediment Deposition Area.

•

Attachment 9 - Planning Commission Notice of Decision File No. USE2008-00053

•

Attachment 10 - Planning Commission Notice of Decision File No. USE2006-000054

•

Attachment 11 - Department of Army, U.S. Army Engineer District, Alaska; Regulatory Division
Permit No.POA-1983-20-M3

•

Attachment 12 - State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Habitat Fish Habitat
Lemon Creek gravel Modification, Conditional Use Permit application, Modification to USE200600054, Stream No. 111-40-10100, T. 40S.,R. 66E.,Sec.34,C.R.M.(Juneau B-2)

•

Attachment 13 - State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Habitat Fish Habitat
Permit FH06-I-0128(a)

•

Attachment 14 - State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation NPDES General
Permit No. AK-G70-1000 Certificate of Reasonable Assurance

•

Attachment 15 – Notice of Intent (NOI) For Storm Water Discharge Associated With Industrial
Activity Under the APDES Multi-Sector General Permit.
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